
About the 1910 Helena Census 

The 1910 Federal Census of Helena, Montana is unique.  

Unfortunately, what makes it so also makes it problematic.  Unlike 

censuses taken throughout Montana during the year—that followed 

the enumeration process of going street by street, house by house, 

documenting the names and information of all peoples—Helena 

recorded the names and addresses of its nearly 450 African 

American residents in a separate enumeration process.  For reasons 

unknown, Joseph Bass, the editor of the Montana Plaindealer, a 

black newspaperman, was charged with compiling census data for 

members of the African American community alone.  While perhaps 

it might seem useful to have a high ranking and well educated 

member the community preform the task for a group of people he 

would have known very well, factors out of his control made the 

final product difficult to read in some cases, and entirely inaccurate 

in others.   

The most common problem lay in a simple oversight, one not an 

issue in typical censuses, that is, when only one or two individuals were listed a single street, there was 

often not sufficient space to write the street names vertically next to them.  The problem is compounded 

by only a handful of people living at one street, and directly below them are a couple who lives on a 

different street, and so and so forth, leading to sheets that look like the one below. 
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The second most prevalent issue with the Joseph Bass Census is actually quite telling about the African 

American community in Helena.  Several times, the same individual is listed twice or even three different 

times, all at different addresses.  This in part tells historians about the highly fluid and migratory nature of 



early black community of the Capital City.  From Bass’ census, it appears that a sizable population of 

black residents, particularly those living in the State Street neighborhood, had a less then permanent 

home.  Most individuals that are part of that group are listed as young, single, wage laborers. Therefore it 

is understandable how a single man could lose track of who he had already listed at a different address.   

Another issue occurs frequently in the neighborhoods of the Blake Addition between downtown and the 

capitol area.  This was a section of town where most of the large black families made their homes at the 

turn of the century.  On several occasions, two different families lived at the same number but different 

street, e.g. 212 South Ewing and 212 South Beattie.  By cross checking the census with the Polk City 

Directories of 1909 1910, and 1911, we can determine that Bass simply confused the streets of certain 

families.  Examples like 818 and 918 Breckenridge, both homes of large African American families 

showcase times when Bass confused the house numbers of individuals living on the same street.  

Interestingly, this might give historians a better understanding of how Bass performed the census 

enumeration.  A likely theory is that instead of going door to door, as was customary, Bass used places 

like St. James AME Church or social functions to make a call for Helena’s black residents to self-report 

the data.   This makes sense, as several places show next door neighbors listed on two different sheets, 

many names apart from each other.   

Those who search for the Helena census will notice that black residents in 1910 also are listed on the 

regular census.  Names of Helena’s black citizens can been found at the bottom of census sheets 

containing the names of the city’s white residents.  However, these names were written in a different ink, 

or perhaps pencil, making the second census practically unreadable today.   
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The information contained in the 1910 Helena Census spreadsheet on this site is derived from checking 

the names and addresses against city directories, Sanborn insurance maps, and other pertinent information 

to create the most accurate resource possible.   


